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UNITED STATES 

SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20549 

OFFICE OF 
INSPECTOR GENERAL 

M E M O R A N D U M 

May 31, 2019 

TO: Kenneth Johnson, Chief Operating Officer 

FROM: Carl W. Hoecker, Inspector General  

SUBJECT: The SEC Can Better Manage Administrative Aspects of the ISS Contract, 
Report No. 554 

Attached is the Office of Inspector General (OIG) final report detailing the results of our audit of 
the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission’s (SEC or agency) management of funds 
obligated to and spent on the agency’s infrastructure support services contract.  The report 
contains five recommendations that should help improve the SEC’s internal control 
environment over the contract.   

On May 20, 2019, we provided management with a draft of our report for review and comment. 
In its May 28, 2019 response, management concurred with our recommendations.  We have 
included management’s response as Appendix III in the final report.   

Within the next 45 days, please provide the OIG with a written corrective action plan that 
addresses the recommendations.  The corrective action plan should include information such 
as the responsible official/point of contact, timeframe for completing required actions, and 
milestones identifying how management will address the recommendations. 

We appreciate the courtesies and cooperation extended to us during the audit.  If you have 
questions, please contact me or Rebecca L. Sharek, Deputy Inspector General for Audits, 
Evaluations, and Special Projects.  
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Background and Objectives 
 

Background  

The U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission’s (SEC or agency) Office of 
Information Technology (OIT) supports the SEC and its staff in all aspects of 

information technology (IT).  OIT has overall management responsibility for the 
agency’s IT program, including infrastructure operations and engineering, user support, 
security, and enterprise architecture.  To help address its business needs, OIT relies 
on third-party services and maintains a strong partnership with the Office of 

Acquisitions (OA), which is responsible for the execution and management of all SEC 
contracts.  On January 25, 2016, the SEC awarded a combination-type contract (time-
and-materials [T&M] and fixed-price) for infrastructure support services (ISS) for all 
SEC divisions and offices, including regional offices.1  The SEC awarded the ISS 

contract to SRA International Inc. (CSRA or the contractor),2 requiring CSRA to support 
OIT in the following four task areas that compose the SEC’s IT program: 

 Task Area 1.0:  Enterprise Operations, which includes service desk support, end 
user computing, and the SEC’s network operations center.   

 Task Area 2.0:  Enterprise Infrastructure, which includes managed network 
support, servers and storage support, electronic data warehouse support, 
audio/video conferencing services, data center operations support and 
engineering, and contingency planning support.   

 Task Area 3.0:  Enterprise Architecture, which includes enterprise engineering, 
preproduction environment, and testing and development.  

 Task Area 4.0:  Common Services, which includes asset management, transition 
support, other project and operations support, audit remediation, eDiscovery, 

infrastructure delivery management, and overarching process support.  

  

                                              
1 Most contractor employees are located at the SEC’s headquarters in Washington, DC, although some 
are at each of the SEC’s 11 regional offices and other locations, such as the agency’s data centers.  

2 In November 2015, SRA International Inc. merged with Computer Sciences Corporation – North 
American Public Sector to become CSRA.  In April 2018, General Dynamics acquired CSRA, although 
the ISS contract continues to reflect SRA International Inc. as the contractor.   
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such contracts are expected to work together to ensure compliance with the 
requirements of the contract, applicable policies, the FAR, and relevant statutes.   

We confirmed that the SEC prepared a surveillance plan for the ISS contract.  In its 
plan, the SEC identified the following three methods to monitor contractor performance:  

1. surveillance techniques including random monitoring, periodic inspection, 
customer input, and status meetings and reports;  

2. customer feedback; and  

3. acceptable service levels.   

Roles and Responsibilities.  Responsible for all aspects of a contract, Contracting 

Officers (CO) are the only ones who can authorize changes to a contract’s terms and 

conditions.  The CO for the ISS contract appointed a contract specialist (CS) to help 
administer the contract, and a contracting officer’s representative (COR)5 and an 
alternate COR to assist with ISS contract management.  The COR verifies invoices and 
oversees the activities of almost 300 CSRA employees assigned to the contract.6  The 

COR is assisted by (1) a program manager, who oversees the contract’s budget and 
helps the COR approve or disapprove charges to the contract; and (2) 12 task area 
leads, who monitor technical aspects of the contract and provide the COR with 
recommendations regarding acceptance of deliverables and proposed contractor 
employee labor category designations and changes.  The ISS contract includes 

19 tasks in 4 task areas; therefore, some task area leads oversee multiple tasks.  
Contractor employees may be assigned to more than one task area and, therefore, 
more than one task area lead. 

Conversion to Other Pricing Structures.  The SEC’s initial combination-type award 

to CSRA called for a 3-month firm-fixed-price transition period and a 24-month base 
period T&M contract.  Attachment 20 of the ISS contract requires the contractor to 
submit plans to convert selected task areas from T&M to other pricing structures (fixed-
price, cost per user, or other offeror suggestions) with the goal of reducing costs for the 

remaining years of the contract.  As Table 2 shows, the conversions (which have not 
occurred) were to occur within 12 to 24 months after the firm-fixed-price transition 
period ended in August 2016.  Section H.2, Type of Contract, of the ISS contract states 
that conversions will be based on the contractor’s established labor rates and historical 

data gathered during the performance of the contract.    

                                              
5 The original COR served from January through September 2016.  The second COR served from 
September 2016 until the appointment of the current COR in December 2017.   

6 The number of contractor employees may fluctuate from month to month; however, in June 2018 (the 
month for which we conducted detailed testing) 253 CSRA employees charged labor hours to the 
contract. 
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Objectives 

Our overall objective was to assess the SEC’s management of funds obligated to and 
spent on the ISS contract from the time of contract award on January 25, 2016, through 

July 31, 2018.  Specifically, we sought to:  

 determine whether the SEC obtained and properly reviewed plans for converting 
any contract task area(s) from T&M to other pricing structures,  

 evaluate the SEC’s decision to waive the requirement for using CTMS, and  

 assess the agency’s management of contractor time and approval of contractor 
invoices.   

To address our objectives, among other work performed, we (1) reviewed the FAR, OA 
policies and procedures, and SEC administrative regulations relevant to contract 

management, invoice review, internal controls, and oversight of the ISS contract; 
(2) interviewed OIT and OA personnel; (3) reviewed the ISS contract, contract 
modifications, and invoices; (4) verified support for labor categories used; and 
(5) analyzed the contractor’s additional hours and associated costs, including evidence 

that the SEC pre-approved, in writing, additional hours invoiced for June 2018.  
Although we performed detailed testing of June 2018 costs charged to and approved for 
the ISS contract, we reviewed non-monetary administrative aspects of the contract 
between August 2018 and May 2019 to ensure our work considered the current state of 

the contract, including the internal control environment.  Appendix I includes additional 
information about our objective, scope, and methodology; our review of relevant 
policies, procedures, and internal controls; and prior coverage.  Appendix II includes our 
calculation of monetary impacts (that is, unsupported costs and questioned costs) we 

identified during our audit.
11

 

Because of the size and complexity of the SEC’s ISS contract, we focused only on the 
agency’s controls over monetary and administrative aspects of the contract.  In the 
future, we may pursue a separate audit to assess areas of contractor performance.  

                                              
11 As stated in Appendix II, we relied on the Inspector General Act of 1978, as amended (Public Law 95-
452; 5 U.S.C. App.), to define monetary impact terms.  
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process, the SEC uses the system to manage its T&M contracts, verify contractor-
submitted invoices, and ensure greater accountability for contractor labor hours.17  Also, 

although the ISS COR continued to analyze CSRA’s draft and final invoices,18 verify 
labor categories, and perform back-billing validation to ensure charges were not 
duplicated in multiple invoices, the COR relied only on contractor-provided data when 
reviewing and approving invoices without assessing or validating the accuracy of the 

data.  We noted that the ISS contract does not specify evidence needed to support 
invoices, but SECR 10-17 states that the COR may require the contractor to 
substantiate invoices by providing employees’ daily timecards.   

At our request, CSRA provided the company’s daily time-keeping records 

corresponding to all labor hours invoiced to the ISS contract for June 2018.  We 
engaged a contractor—Data and Analytic Solutions, Inc. (DAS)—to help determine 
whether these labor hours appeared reasonable.  Specifically, a DAS analyst compared 
the June 2018 invoiced labor hour data to (1) employees’ daily timecard data from 

CSRA’s accounting system, (2) CSRA employee badge-in/badge-out records for all 
SEC locations, and (3) CSRA employee computer log-on/log-off records for all SEC 
facilities, creating scatterplots and histograms to identify outliers.  Although the analyst 
identified some instances of missing or incomplete data,19 he concluded that CSRA’s 
labor hours invoiced for June 2018 were generally reasonable.

20
 

Although our review of the contractor’s June 2018 labor hours did not identify material 
systemic deficiencies or detect likely instances of fraud, a lack of mitigating controls in 
lieu of CTMS has resulted in the COR relying almost exclusively on contractor-provided 
data to monitor contractor costs.  This further weakened the overall internal control 

environment and increased the risk of errors, fraud, and waste.  

  

                                              
17 We verified that the SEC continues to require other contractors with T&M contracts to use CTMS.  

18 CSRA submits draft invoices for the COR’s review before submitting final invoices to ensure the SEC 
can comply with the Prompt Payment Act (Public Law 97-177), which requires Federal agencies to pay on 
time valid and proper invoices submitted by contractors.   

19 DAS’ analyst identified 14 instances in June 2018 in which CSRA invoiced employees’ labor hours, 
although there was no evidence that the employees logged onto the SEC network on the days in 
question.  According to the COR, the employees may have logged on through a  

.  We note that badge-in/badge-out records generally were available for these individuals and 
DAS’ analyst determined that the labor hours invoiced for June 2018 were generally reasonable.      

20 “Generally reasonable” means that the hours invoiced generally aligned with the hours on daily 
timecards, badge-in/badge-out records, and/or computer log-on/log-out records.  The DAS analyst did not 
opine on the efficiency of contractor time charges or the nature of the services performed.  
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The SEC Did Not Consistently Enforce Requirements for Pre-Approval of Labor 
Hours Outside the Contractor’s Normal Hours of Performance .  Each month, the 

SEC calculates CSRA employees’ expected work hours based on an 8-hour workday 
multiplied by the number of business days in the month.  Hours exceeding those 
expected are considered additional hours, which are invoiced at the stated labor rates 
contained in the contract.  As previously stated, the ISS contract requires the COR or 

CO to pre-approve, in writing, all contractor requests for additional hours; however, the 
SEC did not consistently enforce this requirement.   

Specifically, between August 2016 and February 2018, the COR was not involved in the 
process for approving additional hours.  Instead, contractor employees coordinated with 

task area leads, who may have provided written or verbal approvals.21 

Then, in March 2018, the program manager notified task area leads and CSRA 
management that task area leads must pre-approve, in writing, all requests for 
additional hours.  The program manager stated this was done to, “get better 

accountability of contractors charging [additional hours] with justification for the 
[additional hours].”  The program manager noted that, “Failure to get approval will result 
in rejection of the individual invoice.”  As a result, beginning in March 2018, task area 
leads were required to review requests for additional hours and approve requests in 
writing, with a copy to the COR and program manager.  Also, as part of the invoice 

review process, the COR calculated the number of expected work hours each month 
and began adding a 15-percent “buffer” to identify those time charges that warranted 
further review.  In other words, rather than review all additional hours appearing on 
invoices, the COR asked task area leads to confirm that the leads had approved only 

those additional hours that exceeded the expected hours plus the 15-percent buffer.22  
The contractor was aware of the SEC’s use of a 15-percent buffer. 

Finally, during our audit and between October 2018 and May 2019, the COR stopped 
applying the 15-percent buffer and began following up with task area leads on all 

additional hours included on CSRA invoices.  In December 2018, OA provided training 
for the task area leads that stated that all requests for additional hours must be pre-
approved by the COR or CO in writing—presenting this requirement as a new 
requirement.  Moreover, the training noted that approval of additional hours after the 

fact is solely for unplanned emergencies.  The training materials further made clear that 
additional hours are only for work that impacts the organization’s ability to meet mission 
requirements and not “cleanup work that did not happen during the normal day.”   

                                              
21 According to meeting minutes, in April 2018, the CS, COR, program manager, and task area leads 
discussed “concerns over undocumented arrangements,” which the CS confirmed referred to the verbal 
approval of contractor employees’ additional hours.      

22 For example, there were 21 workdays in June 2018, which equaled 168 expected hours  (21 days 
x 8 hours).  The buffer equaled 25 hours (168 hours x 15 percent).  Therefore, the COR asked only for 
evidence of pre-approval for any hours exceeding 193 hours (168 expected hours + 25 hour buffer).  
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As previously stated, between March and September 2018, when reviewing CSRA 
invoices, the COR reviewed only additional hours that exceeded the expected hours 

plus the 15-percent buffer.24  As such, additional hours and costs that fell within the 
buffer may not have been approved as required and, therefore, may be unsupported.  
To test adherence to the March 2018 requirement that task area leads pre-approve all 
additional hours in writing, we reviewed all 457 additional hours charged to the ISS 

contract in June 2018.  We determined that neither the COR nor task area leads pre-
approved, in writing, 250 of the 457 additional hours (or about 55 percent).  By 
multiplying the total number of hours each contractor employee invoiced in June 2018 
without evidence of written pre-approval by the employees’ approved labor category 

rates, we determined that the SEC paid $27,520 in unsupported costs for additional 
hours charged to the ISS contract in June 2018.  Based on these results, the agency 
may have incurred other unsupported costs for additional hours invoiced between 
March and May 2018 that were not pre-approved in writing, as required.25   

As previously mentioned, during our audit, the SEC took steps to improve its oversight 
of the contractor’s request for additional hours.  However, for almost 2 years, the SEC 

not only relied on undocumented approvals of costs associated with the contractor’s 
additional hours but also did not review additional hours or costs that fell within an 
arbitrarily established buffer.  When combined with CSRA’s known invoicing delays and 
other complexities, these conditions further weakened the contract’s overall internal 
control environment, affected the agency’s ability to effectively monitor contractor 

costs, and increased the risk of errors, fraud, and waste.  As a result, the SEC may not 
be able to (1) rely on the contract’s historical cost information to ensure a fair and 
reasonable price for any task areas converted from T&M to other pricing structures, as 
planned, or (2) meet its stated goal of cost-reduction in the out years of the ISS 

contract.   

As Appendix II shows, we estimate that, between August 2016 and February 2018 and 

in June 2018, the SEC paid a total of $2,431,612 in unsupported costs for additional 
hours charged to the ISS contract without evidence of the required SEC approval. 

  

                                              
24 In September 2018, CSRA submitted to the SEC an invoice for labor hours worked in April through 
June 2018.  After approving the September 2018 invoice for payment, the COR stopped using the 
15-percent buffer in her review of CSRA’s invoices.  

25 For example, between March and May 2018, the SEC paid for 2,060 additional hours (at a cost of 
$202,960), of which 1,801 hours (or $172,469) were within the 15-percent buffer and, therefore, were not 
reviewed by the COR.  
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Overall, as Appendix II shows, the SEC paid a total of $42,801 in questioned costs for 
work performed in June 2018 by contractor employees who we verified did not meet 

minimum labor category requirements.  The SEC paid an additional $545,767 in 
unsupported costs for work performed in June 2018 by contractor employees who 
potentially did not meet minimum labor category requirements, as available 
documentation did not clearly support the employees’ qualifications.  By allowing 

contractor employees who did not meet, or may not have met, contractual requirements 
to perform work under the contract, the SEC may not have received the level of services 
it paid for, and/or may have overpaid for the labor received.  In addition, the SEC 
increased the risk of poor contractor performance in key areas supporting the agency’s 

IT program. 

Recommendations, Management’s Response, and Evaluation of 
Management’s Response 

For the aspects of the ISS contract we reviewed, we believe the conditions observed 
occurred because responsible officials did not fully recognize or respond to the inherent 

risk associated with a T&M contract as large and complex as the ISS contract.  To 
address the issues we observed and improve the SEC’s management of funds 
obligated to and spent on the agency’s infrastructure support services contract, we 
recommend that the Office of Acquisitions: 
 
Recommendation 1:  Coordinate with the Office of Information Technology to develop 

mitigating controls to ensure, as specified in SEC Administrative Regulation 10-17, 
Time-and-Materials, and Labor-Hour Contracts (Rev. 1; August 20, 2015), that the 
contractor is using efficient methods and effective cost controls.  Such mitigating 

controls could include, but are not be limited to, periodically:  (a) requesting and 
comparing contractor employee timesheets, or other supporting documentation, to 
invoiced labor hours; (b) reconciling additional hours charged against evidence of 
written pre-approval, and (c) comparing contractor employees’ stated qualifications to 

minimum labor category requirements.  

Management’s Response.  Management concurred with the recommendation.  The 

Office of Acquisitions will coordinate with the Office of Information Technology to 
enhance the process of documenting the pre-approval of additional hours as a 

mitigating control.  The Office of Information Technology has already started 
requiring contractor employee timesheets as part of the invoice review process, and 
the Office of Acquisitions will clarify the agency’s reliance on the contractor’s time 
and attendance system.  Finally, the Office of Acquisitions and the Office of 

Information Technology will review contractor employee qualifications procedures.  
Management’s complete response is reprinted in Appendix III. 

OIG’s Evaluation of Management’s Response.  Management’s proposed actions 

are responsive; therefore, the recommendation is resolved and will be closed upon 

verification of the action taken. 
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Recommendation 2:  Reassess plans to rely on the contract’s historical cost 

information to ensure a fair and reasonable price before converting any contract task 

areas from time-and-materials to other pricing structures.  

Management’s Response.  Management concurred with the recommendation.  The 

Office of Acquisitions will work with the Office of Information Technology to reassess 
plans to rely on the contract’s historical cost information to ensure a fair and 

reasonable price before completing the process to convert any contract task areas 
from time-and-materials to other pricing structures.  Management’s complete 
response is reprinted in Appendix III. 

OIG’s Evaluation of Management’s Response.  Management’s proposed actions 

are responsive; therefore, the recommendation is resolved and will be closed upon 
verification of the action taken. 

Recommendation 3:  Further clarify and communicate roles and responsibilities for 

pre-approving (in writing) contractor employee requests for additional hours, and 

update the contract and relevant policies and procedures, as necessary.  

Management’s Response.  Management concurred with the recommendation.  The 

Office of Acquisitions, in coordination with the Office of Information Technology, will 
clarify and communicate roles, responsibilities, and the process for pre-approving (in 
writing) contractor employee requests for additional hours. We will update the 

contract and relevant policies and procedures, as necessary.  Management’s 
complete response is reprinted in Appendix III. 

OIG’s Evaluation of Management’s Response.  Management’s proposed actions 

are responsive; therefore, the recommendation is resolved and will be closed upon 

verification of the action taken. 

Recommendation 4:  Coordinate with the Office of Information Technology to update 

the contract’s labor category requirements to define “equivalent” certifications and 
experience, or identify the individual(s) who have the authority to determine and 

document equivalent certifications and experience when needed. 

Management’s Response.  Management concurred with the recommendation.  The 

Office of Acquisitions will coordinate with the Office of Information Technology to 
update the contract’s labor category requirements to define “equivalent” certifications 

and experience and will document the role of the individual(s) who have the authority 
to determine equivalencies, when needed.  Management’s complete response is 
reprinted in Appendix III. 

OIG’s Evaluation of Management’s Response.  Management’s proposed actions 

are responsive; therefore, the recommendation is resolved and will be closed upon 
verification of the action taken. 
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Recommendation 5:  Update the Labor Category Designation Form to require a 

detailed explanation of how an individual meets, or will meet, their designated labor 

category. 

Management’s Response.  Management concurred with the recommendation.  The 

Office of Acquisitions will update the Labor Category Designation Form to require a 
documented, detailed explanation of how an individual meets, or will meet, their 

designated labor category.  Management’s complete response is reprinted in 
Appendix III. 

OIG’s Evaluation of Management’s Response.  Management’s proposed actions 

are responsive; therefore, the recommendation is resolved and will be closed upon 

verification of the action taken. 
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Other Matters of Interest
 

During our audit, other matters of interest that did not warrant recommendations came 
to our attention.  We discussed these matters with agency management for 
consideration. 

Use of T&M Contracts.  The SEC’s March 2019 CTMS overview information states 

that T&M contracts—the least preferred contract type in the Federal Government 
because of risk—are “The most prevalent contract type at the SEC.”  To follow up on 
this statement, we inquired with OA management and accessed publicly available 
spending information posted to usaspending.gov.  Neither OA management nor 

usaspending.gov information support the statement in the CTMS overview.  Using 
usaspending.gov information we determined that, in fiscal years 2015 through 2018, 
T&M contracts appeared to represent about 32 percent of all SEC contract actions.30  
As specified in FAR Subpart 16.6, “A time-and-materials contract may be used only 

when it is not possible at the time of placing the contract to estimate accurately the 
extent or duration of the work or to anticipate costs with any reasonable degree of 
confidence.”  To help ensure T&M contracts are used only when appropriate and to 
minimize the risk to the agency, we encourage management to assess the SEC’s use 

of T&M contracts and formulate actions that will be taken to reduce the use of T&M 
contracts whenever possible.  We also suggest management revise its CTMS overview 
information. 

OA Did Not Properly Complete a Statement of Determination and Findings for the 

ISS Contract.  Before executing a T&M contract and exercising each option period, 

FAR Subpart 16.6 and SECR 10-17 require COs to prepare and sign a determination 
and findings (D&F) statement, documenting that no other contract type was suitable.  
Furthermore, if the base period plus any option period exceeds 3 years, OA’s Director 

must approve the D&F statement for the base period before executing the contract.   

We determined that OA’s Director did not approve, in writing, the D&F statement before 
awarding the ISS contract.  According to the CO, SEC contracting personnel briefed the 
Director on the contract’s D&F statement, but they did not document the Director’s 

approval of the statement.  Furthermore, the CO did not complete a T&M D&F 
statement to justify continuation of the contract as T&M when exercising an option year 
of the contract.  The CO stated he was unaware of the requirement for a D&F statement 
when exercising an option year but that he would comply with the requirement in the 

future.  We encourage management to reemphasize to all SEC COs the requirements 
for completing D&F statements for T&M contracts before award and before exercising 
any option years to ensure no other less risky contract type is suitable.  

                                              
30 This includes labor-hour contracts, which are a variation of T&M contracts and differ only in that 
materials are not supplied by the contractor. 
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The SEC Had Not Established Policies and Procedures for Converting T&M 
Contracts to Other Pricing Structures.  To achieve the SEC’s cost-reduction goals in 

the out years of the ISS contract, as Table 2 shows, the contract required CSRA to 
submit, by February 2018, its final plan for converting certain task areas from T&M to 
other pricing structures.  By August 2018, the SEC should have implemented the 
contractor’s final conversion plan.  However, the SEC did not request conversion plans 

from CSRA until May 2018, and the contractor did not begin submitting such plans until 
June 2018.  As of May 2019 (33 months after the contract’s transition period ended), 
the SEC had not converted any contract task areas from T&M to another pricing 
structure. 

The CO indicated that the SEC was not ready to convert any task areas until the 
beginning of 2018 because of (1) efforts to resolve contractor performance issues, 
(2) the need to gather spend data to prepare for the conversions, and (3) changes in 
the program manager and COR.  In addition, because of our audit, the agency should 

reassess plans to rely on the contract’s historical cost information to ensure a fair and 
reasonable price for any task areas converted from T&M to another pricing structure.  
Although it is unclear if, and when, the SEC will convert any ISS contract task areas, 
we noted that OA had not established policies and procedures for converting T&M 
contracts to other pricing structures.  We encourage management to proactively 

establish such policies and procedures in the event that conversions occur in the 
future. 
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Appendix I.  Scope and Methodology
 

We conducted this performance audit from August 2018 through May 2019 in 
accordance with generally accepted government auditing standards.  Those standards 

require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain sufficient, appropriate evidence to 
provide a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions based on our audit 
objectives.  We believe that the evidence obtained provides a reasonable basis for our 
findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives. 

Scope and Objective.  Our overall objective was to assess the SEC’s management of 

funds obligated to and spent on the ISS contract from the time of contract award on 
January 25, 2016, through July 31, 2018.  We also reviewed non-monetary 
administrative aspects of the contract between August 2018 and May 2019 to ensure 

our work considered the current state of the contract, including the internal control 
environment.  Specifically, we sought to:  

 determine whether the SEC obtained and properly reviewed plans for converting 
any contract task area(s) from T&M to other pricing structures;  

 evaluate the SEC’s decision to waive the requirement for using CTMS; and  

 assess the agency’s management of contractor time and approval of contractor 
invoices.  

We conducted fieldwork at the SEC’s headquarters in Washington, DC. 

Methodology.  To address our objectives, among other work performed, we: 

 reviewed the FAR, OA policies and procedures, and SEC administrative 
regulations relevant to contract management, invoice review, internal controls, 
and oversight of the ISS contract;  

 interviewed OIT and OA personnel, including OIT branch chiefs, the OA Director 
and Assistant Director, the CO, the CS, the program manager, the current and 
previous CORs, and task area leads; 

 reviewed the ISS contract, contract modifications, CO and COR files, proposals 

for converting certain contract tasks to other pricing structures, and relevant 
DCAA and DCMA reports; and 

 analyzed contractor invoices and supporting documents, and conducted a 
walkthrough of the COR’s invoice review process. 
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At the outset of our audit, the September 2018 invoice, which included labor hour 
charges for April, May, and June 2018 and prior months’ corrections, was the latest 

invoice approved by the SEC.  Although we reviewed aspects of the ISS contract and 
the SEC’s contract management from the time of contract award, we judgmentally 
selected the June 2018 information from the September 2018 invoice for detailed 
testing of costs charged to and approved for the ISS contract.  Our selection and testing 

of this information was not based on statistical methodologies; therefore, we do not 
project our results to other periods.   

We also engaged a contractor (DAS) to compare labor hours invoiced to the ISS 
contract for June 2018 with CSRA-provided timecard data and employee badge-

in/badge-out and computer log-on/log-off records to help determine whether labor hours 
invoiced to the ISS contract appeared reasonable.  To prepare the data for analysis, 
DAS’ analyst (1) loaded input files and collected records into a source input dataset; 
(2) standardized employee names in the format "Lastname, firstname;" (3) converted 

date-time fields into machine readable format; (4) excluded records outside the June 1 
through June 29, 2018, date range; and (5) created a primary key to crosswalk and link 
records.   

Additionally, we determined the reasonableness of contractor labor hours and costs by 
verifying that all 253 CSRA employees who charged time to the ISS contract in June 

2018 had (1) completed required non-disclosure agreements and were approved to 
work on the contract, and (2) submitted resumes that supported their designated labor 
categories.  We also reviewed the COR’s calculation of additional hours charged to the 
contract between August 2016 and June 2018, and requested from the COR evidence 

of written pre-approval granted to each CSRA employee who charged additional hours 
to the contract in June 2018. 

Internal Controls.  To assess internal controls relative to our objectives, we reviewed 

OA’s and OIT’s management assurance statements and risk and control matrixes for 

fiscal years 2016 and 2017.  Also, as noted throughout this report, we reviewed the 
general control environment and assessed specific controls relevant to the SEC’s 
management of funds obligated to and spent on the ISS contract.  As stated in the 
Results section, we determined that the agency established basic internal controls and 

administrative requirements such as appropriate contract terms, specific policies, and 
assigned roles and responsibilities.  However, for the aspects of the ISS contract we 
reviewed, responsible officials did not fully recognize and respond to the inherent risk 
associated with a T&M contract as large and complex as the ISS contract.  In fact, 

officials waived, or did not enforce, certain administrative contract requirements, which 
weakened the contract’s overall internal control environment, affected the agency’s 
ability to effectively monitor the contractor’s costs, and increased the risk of errors, 
fraud, waste, and poor contractor performance in key areas supporting the SEC’s IT 

program.  Our recommendations, if implemented, should correct the weaknesses we 
identified. 
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Computer-processed Data.  The U.S. Government Accountability Office’s Assessing 

the Reliability of Computer-Processed Data (GAO-09-680G, July 2009) states that “data 

reliability refers to the accuracy and completeness of computer-processed data, given 
the uses they are intended for.  Computer-processed data may be data (1) entered into 
a computer system or (2) resulting from computer processing.”  Furthermore, GAO-09-
680G defines “reliability,” “completeness,” and “accuracy” as follows:  

 “Reliability” means that data are reasonably complete and accurate, meet 
intended purposes, and are not subject to inappropriate alteration. 

 “Completeness” refers to the extent that relevant records are present and the 
fields in each record are appropriately populated. 

 “Accuracy” refers to the extent that recorded data reflect the actual underlying 
information.  

As previously stated, we relied on (1) financial data from CSRA’s accounting system, 
(2) contractor employee badge-in/badge-out records for the SEC’s headquarters, and 

(3) contractor employee computer log-on/log-off records.  To assess the reliability of 
CSRA’s financial data, we first reconciled the contractor’s invoice detail report for the 
period between August 2016 and March 2018 (which supported contractor-submitted 
invoices for that period) to the 19 invoices that the contractor had submitted as of July 

2018.  We were able to reconcile the data sets.  Also, as previously described, DAS’ 
analyst took additional steps to assess the reliability of the four data sets before 
conducting any comparisons.  Additionally, we compared all labor categories and rates 
invoiced for June 2018 to the labor categories and rates established in the contract.  

Based on these assessments, we found the computer-processed data we relied on to 
be sufficiently reliable for the purpose of the audit. 

Prior Coverage.  Between 2010 and 2016, the SEC OIG issued the following reports of 

particular relevance to this audit:  

 Management of the SEC’s Protective Security Force Contract Needs 
Improvement (Report No. 536, June 22, 2016). 

 Audit of the SEC’s Contracting Officers’ Representative Program (Report No. 
530, September 18, 2015).   

 Review of Select Time-and-Materials and Labor-Hour Contracts (Report No. 487, 
December 22, 2010). 

These reports can be accessed at https://www.sec.gov/oig.  
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Appendix III.  Management Comments 
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Major Contributors to the Report 

Carrie Fleming, Audit Manager 

Juan Figueroa, Lead Auditor 

Jacob Dull, Auditor 

Lucia Fuentes, Auditor 

Leann Harrier, Assistant Counsel 

Sean Morgan, Assistant Counsel 

To Report Fraud, Waste, or Abuse, Please Contact: 

Web: https://www.sec.gov/oig 

Telephone: 1-833-SEC-OIG1 (833-732-6441)   

Address:   U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission 

 Office of Inspector General 
 100 F Street, N.E. 

 Washington, DC  20549 

Comments and Suggestions  

If you wish to comment on the quality or usefulness of this report or suggest ideas 
for future audits, evaluations, or reviews, please send an e-mail to OIG Audit 
Planning at AUDplanning@sec.gov.  Comments and requests can also be mailed to 
the attention of the Deputy Inspector General for Audits, Evaluations, and Special 
Projects at the address listed above. 

 




